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ABSTRACT

Assessing the viability of a public infrastructure includes economic, technical and environmental aspects; however, on many occasions, the social aspects are not always adequately considered. This article proposes a procedure to estimate the social sustainability of infrastructure projects under conditions of uncertainty, based on a multicriteria deterministic method. The variability of the method inputs is contributed by the decision-makers. Uncertain inputs are treated through uniform and beta PERT distributions. The Monte Carlo method is used to propagate uncertainty in the method. A case study of a road infrastructure improvement in El Salvador is used to illustrate this treatment. The main results determine the variability of the short and long-term social improvement indices by infrastructure and the probability of the position in the prioritization of the alternatives. The proposed mechanism improves the reliability of the decision making early in infrastructure projects, taking their social contribution into account. The results can complement environmental and economic sustainability assessments.
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1. Introduction

The social dimension is a pillar of sustainable development together with the economic and environmental aspects. Yet the treatment of the social dimension is less evolved (Valdés-Vásquez and Klotz 2013, Dominguez-Gomez 2016). Several methods have focused on identifying the environmental and economic impacts of infrastructure projects, without explicitly considering their social approach (Ahmadwand and Karami 2009, Penades-Pla et al. 2016, Karami et al. 2017). Social assessment is an overarching framework that embodies the evaluation of all impacts on humans and on the ways in which people interact with their socio-cultural, economic and biophysical surroundings (Vanclay 2002, 2003). Specifically, Vanclay (2002) identifies seven categories social impacts that could be considered in an assessment: health and social well-being; liveability; economic and material well-being; cultural; family and community; institutional, political and equity; and gender relations.

In the last decade some initiatives have been proposed that take into account the assessment of the social contribution. In the MIVES (“Integrated Value Method for Sustainability Assessments”), a function proportional to the satisfaction of the beneficiaries deals with the social aspects (Gómez-López et al. 2013). In the SUSAIP (“Sustainability Appraisal in Infrastructure Projects”), the social aspects are treated homogenously in different regional contexts and the stakeholders are considered less in the decision-making (Ugwu et al. 2006). In the TSI (“Technical Sustainability Index”), the immediate impacts are not considered and aspects like health, wealth and politics are
treated within a set of environmental indicators (Dasgupta and Tam 2005). In addition, some sustainability rating systems such as ENVISION, CEEQUAL or IS have included social aspects in their evaluations. However, these are more appropriate for developed countries, and they give less importance to the social aspects (Díaz-Sarachaga et al. 2016).

In most of these proposals, the social aspects have been interwoven with environmental assessment methods to measure sustainability. Moreover, the little familiarity and the difficulty in dealing with the social aspects mean they are taken less into consideration (Pope et al. 2004, Pellicer et al. 2016). The heterogeneity of regional development or the impossibility of standardizing an impact in different contexts are relativized aspects in the usual methods (Esteves and Vanclay 2009). Indeed, the interaction between infrastructure type and location context affects its social contribution. Normally, the contribution to social improvement in the short and long term justifies the decision-making of a public project. Yet the two approaches are not necessarily given simultaneously (Gannon and Liu 1997). In a short-term approach the early return of the social benefits of an infrastructure is only possible in a consolidated context. By contrast, a long-term approach concentrates on the contexts with the greatest social weaknesses and greater potential contribution to improvement (van de Walle, 2009).

A multicriteria deterministic method was recently proposed to assess social sustainability in infrastructure projects (Sierra et al. 2017). This method is structured in three processes that determine (a) a short-term social improvement index; (b) a long-term social improvement index; and (c) a multi-objective prioritization of the public infrastructure investment alternatives. Short-term social improvement identifies an infrastructure’s contribution in interaction with the present context. In this study, the short term considers the social effects of infrastructure planning, design and construction up to approximately three years from the start of the operation. On the other hand, in the long term, the distribution impact of the benefit considers the zones with social need. The long term considers the social effects on the type of tenure and preservation of the infrastructure. Once the social improvement for the different alternatives has been identified, these can then be prioritized according to their contribution to social sustainability.

However, the social contribution requires an assessment of qualitative and quantitative aspects, the impact of which on well-being and social development is not predetermined (Valdés-Vásquez and Klotz 2013, Sierra et al. 2016, 2017). In this sense, the specific characteristics of a project have a high degree of uncertainty in the viability phase (Pan 2009, Cardenas and Halman 2016). In the design and construction phases of an infrastructure, contingencies arise, the determinist assessment of which is not reliable in the early stages (Gervasio and Simoes da Silva 2012). Specifically, the local or regional sources of information make it possible to establish the variability of certain social aspects. The social databases related to infrastructures and particularly qualitative aspects, however, are still nascent (Labuschagne and Brent 2006, Sahely et al. 2005). Therefore, the experience of local experts can be a source of information that can be modeled to deal with the uncertainty (de la Cruz et al. 2015).

Therefore, in line with the previous points, the social aspects require adequate treatment in the evaluation of sustainability. In this vein, Sierra et al. (2017) proposed a deterministic evaluation method of the social sustainability of infrastructures in the
short and long term. However, assessing the social aspects requires a procedure to deal with their uncertainty (Gervasio and Simoes da Silva 2012, Cárdenas and Halman 2016). This is the starting point of the present study. Given the above, this paper proposes an additional treatment to estimate the contribution to the social sustainability of infrastructure projects under conditions of uncertainty.

The article debates, first of all, the techniques to treat uncertainty addressed in this work. Next the method for assessing the social sustainability of infrastructures as proposed by Sierra et al. (2017) is presented. Then the proposal to deal with the uncertain variables within the evaluation method is described step-by-step. The proposed treatment is illustrated through a case study. Finally, the contributions, limitations and future lines of research are presented in the conclusions.

2. Dealing with uncertainty

In the viability phase of the service life of a public project, different infrastructure alternatives are assessed. In this phase the social aspects are important due to their vagueness and uncertainty of their effects on society (Gervasio and Simoes da Silva 2012). The uncertainty can be internal or external. The first takes into account the variability of the method to be used and the input data. External uncertainty refers to the lack of knowledge about a choice (Gervasio and Simoes da Silva 2012).

Multicriteria decision-making requires consideration of the weights of each criterion and the assessment of these criteria for each alternative (Zamarron-Mieza et al. 2017). In each of these processes there are uncertain variables that can be defined by ranges of behavior expected according to a probability (Jato-Espino et al. 2014). When the amount of data available is not sufficient for a classic probabilistic adjustment, a discrete uniform distribution can be used (Gervasio and Simoes da Silva 2012). In other cases, knowledge and experience can permit the maximum and minimum parameters and the mode that describes a triangular distribution to be known (de la Cruz et al. 2015). Alternatively, the parameters of a triangular distribution can be assimilated to a beta PERT distribution. This function allows a greater ease of use and a more real continuity in the adjustment of the turning points (Jato-Espino et al. 2014).

In addition, a method widely used to give functionality to the simultaneous propagation of uncertainty through decision-making processes is the Monte Carlo method (Gervasio and Simoes da Silva 2012, de la Cruz et al. 2015). The Monte Carlo method can be used as a risk management tool that aims to elicit the probability of contributing a series of achievements for a certain alternative (Jato-Espino et al. 2014). Thus, from a set of random variables, with specific and iterative distributions, it is possible to control the uncertainty of the set of decision-making alternatives.


This method for estimating sustainability includes an approach for short and long-term social improvement and prioritization. The second and third column of Fig. 1 illustrate the processes that intervene in the evaluation method. The processes called “A” and “B” intervene in short and long-term social improvement, respectively. The process “C” weighs the results of “A” and “B”, and determines the prioritized solution of socially
sustainable alternatives. In line with Sierra et al. (2017), the stages that determine the method are presented as follows.

Fig. 1: Method for estimating the social contribution considering the uncertainty (adapted from Sierra et al. 2017)

**Stages A.0 and B.0:** A set of multidisciplinary decision-makers selects the criteria and social goals according to the set of infrastructures and the context. To approximate a consensus the Delphi method is applied. The profile of the decision-makers is adjusted to the suggestions by Hallowell and Gambatese (2010) to guarantee the rigor of the method.

**Stages A.1 and B.2:** The set of decision-makers determines the weights of the criteria and social improvement objectives. The decision-makers compare the importance between pairs of criteria and among social goals through an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty 1987).

**Stages A.2.1 and B.2.1:** For each criterion \( i \) and objective \( k \) the project variables \( r_i \) and indicators of the zone \( v_k \) are identified, respectively. Both the variables and the indicators must potentially be influenced in the lifecycle of the infrastructure. In addition, the effect of each variable \( r_i \) is determined by conditioning factors of the zone \( c_{ir} \) that are identified. The selection of the variables \( r_i \), the conditioning factors \( c_{ir} \) and the indicators \( v_k \) are the result of a field study and the consensus of the decision-makers.
**Stages A.2.2 and B.2.2:** The group of decision-makers determines the weights of the variables of the project $w_{ri}$ and social indicators $w_{kv}$. The decision-makers compare dually the importance between criteria and indicators by applying the AHP method.

**Stages A.2.3 and B.2.3:** The project variable $r_i$ and social indicator $v_k$ determine the social contribution $Y_{ir}^{st}$ and $Y_{kv}^{lt}$, respectively. For each project variable $r_i$ and its conditioning factors from the zone $c_{ir}$, a transference function is formulated. The transference functions are interpolation functions. The functions transform the qualitative and quantitative inputs to a value $Y_{ir}^{st}$ of 0 (no contribution) to 100 (maximum contribution). In turn, for each indicator $v_k$ the degree of future benefit of the project $Z_{kv}$ is determined, as well as the degree of current weakness of the zone $C_{kv}$. The values of $Z_{kv}$ and $C_{kv}$ are agreed upon by the decision-makers on a scale from 1 (minimum benefit/weakness) to 5 (maximum benefit/weakness). Thus, the value of $Y_{kv}^{lt}$ is the product between $Z_{kv}$ and $C_{kv}$ for each indicator $v_k$.

**Stages A.2.4 and B.2.4:** The social contributions $Y_{ir}^{st}$ and $Y_{kv}^{lt}$ of a project are added to a score by criterion and social goal. The simple additive weight of the contributions $Y_{ir}^{st}$ and $Y_{kv}^{lt}$ determine a score by criterion $S_{ir}^{st}$ and social goal $S_{kv}^{lt}$, respectively. The values of $S_{ir}^{st}$ are contained in the intervals of [0-100]. In turn, $S_{kv}^{lt}$ is contained in the interval [1-25].

**Stage A.3:** A function revalues the score of each short-term social criterion ($S_{ir}^{st}$) according to what the context demands. Alarcón et al. (2011) and Gómez-López et al. (2013) developed a generic value function to estimate the satisfaction of attributes. This function can be used for different levels of social requirement. In effect, a concave shape represents a low demand, i.e., high satisfaction can be reached with few improvements. A convex shape represents a high demand, i.e., large improvements are required to reach a high level of satisfaction. A linear shape represents a moderate demand, i.e., satisfaction is proportional to the improvement. Eq. [1] represents the value function indicated, with $V_i$ being the value of each criterion $i$. The parameters $m_i$, $n_i$ and $A_i$ define the convex ($A_i \geq 2$, $m_i \leq 0.1$, $n_i \geq 45$), concave ($A_i \leq 0.75$, $m_i \geq 0.9$, $n_i \approx 100$), or linear ($A_i \approx 1$, $m_i \approx 0$, $n_i \approx 15$) shape of the criterion. $K_i$ limits the result interval of the function from 0 ($S_{ir}^{st} =0$) to 1 ($S_{ir}^{st} =100$) (Manga 2005).

$$V_i = K_i \left( 1 - e^{-m_i\left(\frac{S_{ir}^{st}}{n_i}\right)^{A_i}} \right)$$  [1]

**Stages A.4, B.3:** For each project, the values of $V_i$ and $S_{kv}^{lt}$ are added to a short-term social improvement index ($STSI$) and long-term social improvement index ($LTSI$), respectively. The $STSI$ and $LTSI$ are the result of simple additive weight of $V_i$ and $S_{kv}^{lt}$, respectively. The $STSI$ varies on a scale from 0 to 1, and reflects the integrated contribution of an infrastructure in the short term. The $LTSI$ varies on a scale from 1 to 25 and reflects the potential strengthening of the social weaknesses in the long term.

**Stage C.1:** The optimization techniques have proven to be an efficient system to discriminate sustainable alternatives (Torres-Machi et al. 2017). In that case, the prioritization of the infrastructure projects derives from the multi-objective optimization that maximizes the $STSI$ and $LTSI$. A compromise programming method that determines the smallest Chebyshev distance $d_o$ to an ideal point establishes balanced solutions
Eq. [2] represents the formula of the compromise programming for this method. $STS_i^j$, $LTS_i^j$ represent the values of the indices of each $j^{th}$ alternative. $\lambda_1, \lambda_2$ are the weighting of the improvement indices; $STS_i^*$, $LTS_i^*$ represent an ideal point and $STS_i^*$, $LTS_i^*$, the anti-ideal point of the short and long-term social improvement, respectively.

$$
\text{Min } d_{\infty} ; \quad d_{\infty} = \text{Max} \left[ \lambda_1 \cdot \frac{STS_i^* - STS_i^j}{STS_i^* - STS_i^j} ; \lambda_2 \cdot \frac{LTS_i^* - LTS_i^j}{LTS_i^* - LTS_i^j} \right] \tag{2}
$$

4. Treatment of uncertainty proposed for the assessment of social sustainability of infrastructures.

Next, the treatment of the uncertainty incorporated into the method for estimating the social sustainability of infrastructure projects is detailed. This procedure makes it possible to control the risk in prioritizing a set of infrastructure projects. The distributions of the social improvement indices determine the probability of the order of priority of each project. The parameters dealt with according to this mechanism are: (1) all the weights involved in the method ($W_i, w_{ir}, W_k, w_{kv}$); (2) the variables of the project ($r_i$) and influential conditioning factors ($c_{ir}$) categorized as uncertain by the experts and (3) degree of potential benefit from the infrastructure ($Z_{kv}$) and the degree of zonal need ($C_{kv}$) for each long-term indicator. The first column in Fig. 1 shows the flow of the procedure to control the internal uncertainty in processes A, B and C of the method. The following paragraphs describe the treatment of the uncertainty in the method.

4.1. Distribution of the weights of the method (A.1, A.2.2, B.1, B.2.2)

The weights of the method refer to the importance that the decision-makers give to the short-term criteria ($W_i$), the project variables ($w_{ir}$), the social goals ($W_k$) and social indicators ($w_{kv}$). For these weights, a uniform probability distribution is derived from the variation of the decision-makers’ results. The importance of each criterion and social goal is related to the rest of their set and must add up to 100%. For this reason, a correlation analysis can be incorporated into the distribution of the set. In this case the distribution of the set depends on the weight of greatest variability. Later, the resulting weights are standardized (Gervasio and Simoes da Silva 2012). This way, the uniform accumulated distributions of each weight set are determined for a limited number of experts. In this case, the distribution represents the probable variation space of the weight to use for different random iterations.

4.2. Preparation of the uncertain variables ($r_i$) and indicators ($v_k$) (A.2.1 – B.2.1)

The input data for the evaluation of each criterion and social goal are conditional upon the information from each project and its location context. In dealing with the uncertainty, the decision-makers intervene in three aspects: (1) they identify the state of uncertainty of each variable ($r_i$) or conditioning factor of the zone ($c_{ir}$); (2) they quantify the maximum, minimum and most probable value of each uncertain $r_i$ or $c_{ir}$; and (3) they value the improvement potential of each indicator through $Z_{kv}$ and $C_{kv}$ per project. From the uncertain values of $r_i$ or $c_{ir}$, the parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ can be determined, which in turn determine the beta PERT distribution of each uncertain element. Eqs. [3] and [4] represent the parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$ of a beta PERT distribution for the maximum ($X_{\text{max}}$),...
minimum ($X_{\min}$) and most probable ($X_{mod}$) values of each uncertain $r_i$ or $c_{ir}$ by project (Jato-Espino et al. 2014).

$$\alpha = \frac{2(5X_{\max} - 4X_{mod} - X_{\min})}{3(X_{\max} - X_{\min})} \cdot \left[ 1 + 4 \cdot \frac{(X_{mod} - X_{\min})(X_{\max} - X_{mod})}{(X_{\max} - X_{\min})^2} \right]$$  \[3\]

$$\beta = \frac{2(5X_{\max} - 4X_{mod} - X_{\min})}{3(X_{\max} - X_{\min})} \cdot \left[ 1 + 4 \cdot \frac{(X_{mod} - X_{\min})(X_{\max} - X_{mod})}{(X_{\max} - X_{\min})^2} \right]$$  \[4\]

On the other hand, an accumulated uniform distribution may be associated with the discrete values given by the set of experts in each indicator, where the evolution of each indicator depends on the improvement potential because of project $Z_{kv}$ and the current weakness of the indicator in the zone $C_{kv}$.

5.3. Assessment scenarios of the short-term social criteria (A.3)

The utility function of Eq. [1] is used to re-assess the satisfaction level of the short-term criteria. Strategically, those criteria that one wishes to promote tend to use a low-demand curve (concave curve). In case of aspiring to criteria with a higher demand or with no clear trend, the convex or linear curves are more appropriate, respectively. Operationally, where there are project alternatives with similar conditions, high-demand curves facilitate the differentiation. Fig. 2 illustrates three scenarios of smoothed $V_i$ functions of high, moderate and low demand. These scenarios are used to estimate the sensitivity of the final decision-making method.

5.4. Propagation of uncertainty in the method to obtain the social improvement indices (A.4, B.4)

$STSI$ and $LTSI$ are obtained from the values $V_i$ and $S_k^{li}$ and from the weights of the criteria $W_i$ and from the social goals $W_k$, respectively. The accumulated probability of
the weights, variables and indicators must be determined. Then, the Monte Carlo method propagates the uncertainty in the processes of the method. This method generates pseudo-random probabilities according to the specific probability distribution of each uncertain element. This is to say, in each uncertain element a random value (0 to 1) is generated and a specific value is determined through the inverse of its accumulated probability. Thus, a sample of iterations of STSI and LTSI is generated with respect to the uncertainty associated with a project. After several tests for this model, it has been identified that with 5,000 iterations a significant convergence is already reached and with a low computing cost. The confidence intervals and histograms for each index are results obtained from this procedure.

5.5. Determination of probability of each prioritized alternative (C.1)

On this point, the infrastructure project alternatives \( j \) selected derive from the simultaneous evaluation of STSI and LTSI. The method optimizes projects \( j \) according to the smaller distance \( d_\infty \) through compromise programming (Eq [2]). A set of STSI and LTSI values represents an infrastructure project. In ascending order from \( d_\infty \), the infrastructure projects are prioritized for each iteration. The projects selected in each position of the order of priority correspond to the mode of the iteration sample. On this point, the probability of each project selected is obtained in a position of the order of priority. High probabilities confer greater reliability on the decision-making of a project with a better social contribution. This procedure is repeated for each scene (high, moderate and low social requirement) established in point 5.3 of this article.

6. Case study

A case study is presented to illustrate the method and its practical application. The case study is based on 6 alternatives that arise with two options to improve interurban roads applied in three regions of El Salvador. The two improvement options are technically applicable to all the location sectors. In this context, the public administration must prioritize the infrastructure alternatives during the viability phase of the life cycle. To do so, the social contribution of each alternative is taken into account. The following subsections present the decision-making structure, the background and the treatment of uncertainty for the case study. Other background of the application of the method in the case study can be consulted in Sierra et al. (2017).

6.1. Structure for decision-making

The selection of criteria (\( i \)), project variables (\( r_i \)), conditioning factors (\( c_{ri} \)), social goals (\( k \)) and indicators (\( v_k \)) forms the decision-making structure. This structure takes into account the incidence of the road infrastructure in the context of El Salvador. A field study as well as a review of projects, norms and the regional database were considered in the definition of the structure. The validation of the structure derives from the consensus of 29 multidisciplinary decision-makers. The background of the decision-makers and the exploratory study are set out in Sierra et al. (2017). The first five columns of Table 1 show the short-term decision-making structure. Table 1 also presents the transference functions according to stage A.2.3 of the method. In the long term, three social goals are selected: socioeconomic (local level) (\( k=1 \)), education (\( k=2 \)) and health care (\( k=3 \)). From these the per-capita income indicators (\( v_1 \)), years of
schooling ($v_{2.1}$), percentage of the population with secondary education ($v_{2.2}$) and life expectancy ($v_3$) are derived according to each social goal.

Table 1: Short-term decision-making structure of the case of study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$i$</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Interaction items</th>
<th>Nature</th>
<th>Transference function $X_{ij}^{cp}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hiring</td>
<td>$X_{11}$ N° contracts</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>$Y_{11}^{cp} \equiv \frac{(X_{11} - c_{112})}{(c_{111} - c_{112})} \cdot \frac{c_{113} - c_{115}}{c_{114} - c_{115}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X_{12}$ Max. hiring</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X_{13}$ Min. hiring</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X_{14}$ Local unemployment rate</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X_{15}$ Max regional unemployment rate</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$X_{16}$ Min regional unemployment rate</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 2   | Deadline | 1   | Rights of way | $X_{21}$ N° properties affected | D | $Y_{21}^{cp} \equiv 1 - \left( \frac{X_{21.1} \cdot X_{21.2}}{c_{211} \cdot c_{212}} \right)$ |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{22}$ Right of way assessment | S | |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{23}$ Max historic right of way assessment | D | |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{24}$ Max regional unemployment rate | D | |

| 3   | Property and habitability | 2   | Resettlements | $X_{31}$ N° vulnerable families | D | $Y_{31}^{cp} \equiv \left( \frac{X_{31.1} \cdot X_{31.2} + X_{31.3} \cdot X_{31.4}}{5 \cdot c_{321}} \right)$ |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{32}$ N° non-vulnerable families | D | |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{33}$ Degree of mitigation of vulnerable families | D | |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{34}$ Degree of mitigation of non-vulnerable families | D | |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{35}$ Max historic N° resettled families (or by consensus) | D | |

| 4   | Safety of the Environment | 1   | Safety during construction | $X_{41}$ Months construction of the project, fewer than 24 | S | $Y_{41}^{cp} \equiv 1 - \frac{X_{31.1} \cdot X_{31.2} \cdot (X_{31.3} + X_{31.4} + \sum_{s=1}^{10} c_{11s})}{24 \cdot 3 \cdot 7}$ |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{42}$ Mean annual daily traffic interval | D | |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{43}$ The work requires direct access to the main road | D | |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{44}$ Use of machines with contagious traffic | D | |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{45}$ Preexistence of social problems in the context; $p(1 - 5)^{10}$ | D | |

| 5   | Safety in operations | 2   | Safety during operations | $X_{51}$ Verification of applicable design conditions; $p[1 - 10]^9$ | D | $Y_{51}^{cp} \equiv \sum_{p=1}^{10} \frac{X_{51.1} \cdot X_{51.2}}{m} \cdot 1 - \sum_{s=1}^{10} c_{522}$ |
|     |          |     |              | $X_{52}$ Danger of the context; $x[1 - 10]^9$ | D | With “m” applicable design conditions. |

| 6   | Partic  | 1   | Measures of | $X_{61}$ Existence of information medium | D | $Y_{61}^{cp} \equiv \frac{(X_{61.1} + X_{61.2})}{2} \cdot c_{411}$ |
|     | ip  |     |            | $X_{62}$ Type of feedback | D | |
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6.2. Description of the alternatives of infrastructure projects

The improvement of road network infrastructures in El Salvador is currently at a crucial stage of its plan to revitalize local economies (UNDP 2010). To illustrate this study, two intervention options were selected. Option A is a partial improvement with works of transverse, longitudinal drainage and permanent maintenance of the stone platforms or patching the existing pavement; in this case, the operating speed does not exceed 40 km/h. Option B involves an overall improvement and incorporates road widening works to a standard of 7 m and paving in hydraulic concrete; in this case, the operating speed does not exceed 90 km/h. The improvement options can be applied on the base lines of each zone represented in Table 2 and characterized in the following:

- **Zone 1**: There is currently an inter-city road paved in concrete with a high level of deterioration. The road connects a highly developed city and a local town with a high population and which is seasonally isolated (winter). The improvement benefits 1,500 inhabitants. The mean annual daily traffic on the road is 800 vehicles. The length to improve is 7 km. The local economy depends on the agro-fishery industry.

- **Zone 2**: The rural road connects 5 local areas and involves a benefit for 2,680 inhabitants. The road varies in width, with a gravel platform, difficult accessibility and a high accident rate in winter. The mean annual daily traffic is 500 vehicles and the length to improve is 15 km. The local economy is based on the tourist potential in the mountain zone. The zone presents unexploited historico-cultural conditions.

- **Zone 3**: It is an interurban road that connects 2 local areas and a city of average development. In the medium term already existing harbor facilities will begin operating. The road has loose pebbles and a deteriorated drainage system. The improvement involves a benefit for 600 inhabitants. The mean annual daily traffic is 300 vehicles and the length to improve is 7 km. The zone is located in the coastal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Participation</th>
<th>Type of invitation</th>
<th>Point of participation</th>
<th>Local participation rate</th>
<th>Length to improve</th>
<th>Mean annual daily traffic</th>
<th>Road condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Participation rate</td>
<td>Invitations regarding the project.</td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>7 km</td>
<td>800 vehicles</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Participation rate</td>
<td>Invitations regarding the project.</td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>15 km</td>
<td>500 vehicles</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Participation rate</td>
<td>Invitations regarding the project.</td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>7 km</td>
<td>300 vehicles</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of participation</th>
<th>Local participation rate</th>
<th>Length to improve</th>
<th>Mean annual daily traffic</th>
<th>Road condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participation rate</td>
<td>S (Stochastic)</td>
<td>D (Deterministic)</td>
<td>D (Determined)</td>
<td>S (Stochastic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of invitation</td>
<td>D (Deterministic)</td>
<td>S (Stochastic)</td>
<td>D (Determined)</td>
<td>S (Stochastic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of participation</td>
<td>1 (Vulnerable family)</td>
<td>2 (Non-vulnerable family)</td>
<td>3 (Vulnerable and non-vulnerable family)</td>
<td>S (Stochastic)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Participation rate**: there are no mitigation measures for occupants or economic compensation is allocated to the owners according to the state of the property.
- **Type of invitation**: economic compensation is allocated according to the current state of the property.
- **Point of participation**: aid in relocation and allocation of a new house with conditions of equivalent habitability.
- **Local participation rate**: aid in relocation and allocation of a new house with significantly better conditions of habitability on the property.
- **Length to improve**: Not applicable.
sector with a low tourist development. The local economy is based on agriculture and fishing.

Table 2: Location background of assessment contexts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>k</th>
<th>Indicators¹</th>
<th>Zone 1</th>
<th>Zone 2</th>
<th>Zone 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Per capita income (v=1) Annual trend²</td>
<td>450US 7</td>
<td>300US 4</td>
<td>285US 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position in the country³</td>
<td>1.25%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Average years of schooling (v=1) Annual trend²</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position of the country³</td>
<td>3.25%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% population with secondary education (v=2) Annual trend²</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position in the country³</td>
<td>1.83%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Years of life expectancy (v=1) Annual trend²</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Position in the country³</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Based on DIGESTYC (2014) Household Survey and purposes multiples- El Salvador (EHPM in Spanish); 
(2) To 10 years; 
(3) 1 (worst) to 10 (best)

Table 3 presents the background for the evaluation of each short-term alternative. The background derives from a review of the project documentation, field studies, a review of comparable infrastructure projects and interviews with experts. The value of the uncertain elements comes from the consultation with the expert decision-makers with respect to each alternative.

Table 3: Synthesis of the background of the alternatives for short-term evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inputs i, r and c_p</th>
<th>Project versus zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A_1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment (i=1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of monthly contracts (r=1)</td>
<td>max 66, min 54, mode 60 contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional history of contracts by project type [c_{111}-c_{112}]</td>
<td>[18-80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction deadline (r=2)</td>
<td>min 2, max 12 (includes maintenance), mode 3 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional history deadline by project type [c_{121}-c_{122}]</td>
<td>[2-24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local unemployment (c_{131})</td>
<td>max 6.33%, min 5.33%, mode 6.01%; [4.1%-6.8%]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Property and habitability (i=2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rights of way (r=1)</th>
<th>no evidence</th>
<th>no evidence</th>
<th>no evidence</th>
<th>no evidence</th>
<th>Right of way for min 100, max 200; mode 150 mil US and 40 properties</th>
<th>Right of way for min 45, max 80, mode 60 mil US and 25 properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
## Inputs $i$, $r$ and $c_{ir}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project versus zone</th>
<th>A_1</th>
<th>B_1</th>
<th>A_2</th>
<th>B_2</th>
<th>A_3</th>
<th>B_3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max historic value paid for rights of way ($c_{1r}$)</td>
<td>1 mill.US</td>
<td>1 mill.US</td>
<td>1 mill.US</td>
<td>1 mill.US</td>
<td>1 mill.US</td>
<td>1 mill.US</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max tolerable affected properties (consensus) ($c_{2r}$)</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resettlements ($r=2$)</td>
<td>no evidence</td>
<td>no evidence</td>
<td>no evidence</td>
<td>4 vulnerable families; Assists in relocation under equal conditions</td>
<td>no evidence</td>
<td>no evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max consensus of resettled families ($c_{2r}$)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Current accessibility to community services ($r=2$):
- **Primary education center ($r=3$):**
  - Secondary education center ($r=4$);
  - Health center ($r=5$);
  - Commerce ($r=6$);
  - Police ($r=7$)

### Current frequency of public transport ($c_{2r}$):
- **Public transportation 2 times per day.**
- **Public transportation 6 times per day.**
- **Public transportation 2 times per day.**

### Increased demand for service due to the project ($c_{2r}$):
- **(max, mode, min)**
- $r=3 (20, 15, 5$ registrations); $r=4 (25, 20, 5$ registrations); $r=5 (13, 10, 0$ consultations/day);
- $r=6 (20, 10, 0$ beds); $r=7 (20, 15, 5$ events)

### Current service demand ($c_{2r}$):
- **Primary Sch.** (305 registrations);
- **Secondary Ed.** (2500 registrations);
- **Health unit** (385 consultations/day);
- **Hospital** (250 camas);
- **Police** (2100 events)

### Projected service capacity ($c_{2r}$):
- **Primary Sch.** (305 registrations);
- **Secondary Ed.** (3000 registrations);
- **Health unit** (400 consultations/day);
- **Hospital** (250 beds);
- **Police** (2500 events)

### Safe environment ($i=3$)

#### Safety during construction work ($r=1$)
- Work with machines and equipment with contiguous traffic.
- The roads access directly to a main way. There is strong evidence of alcoholism and crime.

#### Safety in the operation of infrastructure ($r=2$)
- ---
- Flooding conditions will be reduced
- ---
- Flooding conditions will be reduced. Improves safety on the layout of the track.
- ---

#### Zonal insecurity conditions ($c_{2r}$)
- Zone for agricultural burning, animals and heavy transport
- Presence of cliffs and extreme climate
- Number important of people walk on the road

### Citizen participation ($i=4$)

#### Means of participation ($r=1$)
- no evidence
- Communal meeting with leaders
- no evidence
- Communal meeting with leaders
- no evidence
- Diffusion by broadcasting station

#### Time and rate of participation of the area of direct influence ($r=2$)
- (min, mode, max)
- no evidence
- During the design; (1, 8, 10%)
- no evidence
- Construction Initiative of the Mayor and communal leaders (5, 8, 12%)
- no evidence
- Construction started (5, 10, 20%)

#### Regional democratic participation rate ($c_{4r}$)
- 43.0%
- 40.1%
- 55.1%
6.3. Treatment of uncertainty in the case study

The following paragraphs describe the development of the evaluation of the case study in the same sequence as the items explained in section 5 of this article. The code was written using Matlab (R2015b 64 bit) language for its flexibility and capacity in the development of algorithms.

Weight distribution for the case study (Stages A1, A2.2, B1, B2.2): Section 4 presents the procedure to determine the weights of the decision-making structure of the case study. A discrete uniform distribution of weights $W_i$, $w_{ir}$, $W_k$ and $w_{kv}$ derives from the importance determined by the 29 decision-makers. Section 4.1 sets forth this procedure. Fig. 3 shows the interquartile variations of the criteria and social goal weights of the decision-makers. The correlation coefficients are determined for each weight set from the same branch. For example, Table 4 presents the correlation coefficients of the criteria ($i$) of the decision-making structure. The correlation coefficients condition and ensure a comparative trend in the weight distribution of a branch. For example, for an increase in the criterion $i=1$, the criteria $i=2$, $i=3$, and $i=4$ decrease in correlation. Then the criteria are standardized to guarantee 100% altogether. Fig. 4 represents the accumulated uniform distribution of criterion $i=1$ (employability) and social goal $k=1$ (socioeconomic). This form of distribution in all the weight sets facilitates the subsequent application of the Monte Carlo method.

Fig. 3 Variation of weights obtained in consultation with decision-makers
### Table 4: Correlation of short-term social criterion weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$i=1$</th>
<th>$i=2$</th>
<th>$i=3$</th>
<th>$i=4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$i=1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.3052</td>
<td>-0.6076</td>
<td>-0.1860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i=2$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.2197</td>
<td>-0.2488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i=3$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.3730</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4 Accumulated uniform distribution of employment ($i=1$) and socioeconomic ($k=1$)**

**Preparation of the uncertain variables and indicators in the case study (Stages A2.1, B2.1):** The values of $r_i$ and $c_{ri}$ considered uncertain by the decision-makers were identified in column six of Table 1. The uncertain values of $r_i$ or $c_{ri}$ come from the consultation with the decision-makers or the regional database (DIGESTYC 2014) depending on availability. The maximum ($X_{max}$), minimum ($X_{min}$) and most probable ($X_{mod}$) values were collected for each uncertain item. According to the procedure in section 5.2, Eqs. [3] and [4] determine the parameters of the beta PERT probability distribution. The values $Z_{kv}$ and $C_{kv}$ derived from the evaluation of the 29 decision-makers as part of stage B2.3 of the proposed method. $Z_{kv}$ and $C_{kv}$ are discrete values obtained for each project and indicator $v$. Analogous to Fig. 3, the evaluations of the 29 decision-makers are grouped in an accumulated uniform distribution.
Assessment scenario for the case study (Stage A3): In this case, three homogenous scenes of social requirement are described (high, moderate and low demand). Each scenario comes from the use of the value function of Eq. [1] according to the parameters proposed in Fig. 2. The propagation of uncertainty in the short-term evaluation process was applied to the three social requirement scenarios.

Propagation of uncertainty in the evaluation of the case study (Stages A4, B3): When propagating uncertainty, the Monte Carlo method acted in a pseudo-random way; that is to say, in each iteration a random number from 0 to 1 determines the value of the inverse accumulated distribution corresponding to each uncertain element. In this case, each project alternative was evaluated through 5,000 iterations. In other words, 5000 STSI and LTSI constituted the variation space of a project alternative.

Case study analysis and results (Stage C.1): The variation space of the STSI and LTSI for the six alternatives is shown in Fig. 5. For higher levels of demand, the short-term social improvement tended to be smaller and more concentrated. Visually the best simultaneous short and long-term contributions are produced by alternatives B2 and B3. Additionally, the high social requirement scenario facilitated differentiation of the best alternatives. Analytically, for each iteration and project alternative Eq. [2] determined a position within an order of priority. Table 5 indicates the order of priority of the set of alternatives for the three decision-making scenarios. In all the cases the first option was alternative B3 with a reliability over 90%.

Fig. 5. Contribution to the social improvement of the infrastructure alternatives in three social requirement scenarios

Table 5: Order of priority of infrastructure alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of priority</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>6th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High demand</td>
<td>Alternative B3</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>97.7%</td>
<td>93.7%</td>
<td>52.9%</td>
<td>35.1%</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
<td>79.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate demand</td>
<td>Alternative B3</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>94.7%</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
<td>57.6%</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>74.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low demand</td>
<td>Alternative B3</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>A2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>62.9%</td>
<td>48.8%</td>
<td>79.9%</td>
<td>94.9%</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The partial results are also important in the analysis of the decision-making. Fig. 6 (left) shows a significant impact of the B3 project on the socioeconomic objective. This result is partly derived from the weight that is greater than that of the other long-term objectives (Fig. 3). Otherwise, there were no significant differences observed between the effect of B2 and B3 in the long term. Fig. 6 (right), however, shows a smaller difference between B2 and B3 in the short term. With respect to the criteria of property-habitability and participation, B2 stood out over B3. Nevertheless, the long-term economy and short-term employment presented a heavy weight on the part of the decision-makers. This determined the inclination to alternative B3 over B2.

Fig. 6 Improvement of long-term social goals (left) and short-term criteria (right) by infrastructure

7. CONCLUSIONS

The present article proposes a treatment of the uncertainty that complements the method to assess the social contribution of infrastructure projects. Thus, the method emphasizes the interactions of the infrastructure with the environment, short/long-term social improvement and the treatment of uncertainty in the decision-making. In its development the article focuses on the probabilistic treatment of the weights and uncertain evaluation items of the projects, the propagation of uncertainty in the method and the determination of the reliability of different social requirement scenarios.

The treatment of uncertainty is illustrated using a case study that proposes six alternatives to improve road infrastructure in different location contexts. Under this scheme the method was able to differentiate the social contribution of each alternative. In addition, a control of the uncertainty allowed the decision-makers to consider the reliability of the prioritization of an alternative. The degree of reliability is evidence of
the repercussion of bias in the estimation of social values. The method was developed in a participatory manner. The treatment of uncertainty made it possible to integrate the opinion of various decision-makers. Thus, it is a support mechanism for the public investment agencies responsible for promoting regional development.

The adequate functioning of this proposal is limited to a suitable range of uncertainty in order to obtain results with an acceptable probability. Moreover, a suitable selection of decision-makers is advisable. If not, the reliability of the decision-making may be affected.

The proposed method is a possible estimation tool for use in the viability phase of the service life of the infrastructure. The results can complement environmental or economic sustainability assessments. This method can be applied in any geographic context, adapting the decision-making structure to the characteristics of the zone and the type of infrastructure. In the future, the intention is to investigate the transference functions and the significant elements of different infrastructures that affect the social contribution.
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